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Abstract:
The air transport congestion management policies are studied and evaluated in three steps. In the first study, we consider a three-city network of perfectly complementary airports, where local governments independently choose between pricing and slot policies to manage own congestion with the objectives of either maximizing own consumer surplus or own welfare. To compare pricing with slot policies, we develop the notion of "inverse slot quantities" which represent the airport charges that would have to be used to implement a given slot quantity. Slots are weakly dominant strategies in the first case, while pricing policies are weakly dominant strategies in the second case. We further show that the equilibrium prices are too high in the case of congestion pricing and that the equilibrium inverse slot quantities are too low both relative to the first-best prices. In the second study, we investigate the same network where air services are imperfect substitutes. We show that, under these conditions, slots policies can lead to the first-best outcome, while equilibrium congestion prices are still excessive from the social viewpoint. The third study investigates the airports' capacity choices conditional on slot policies.
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